
TRUST CONNECTION ACCOUNTABILITY



The Insights Discovery profile is a great tool to 
support leaders in exploring their personal 
leadership style and unique value. 

By building on the foundational four-colour 
model it helps leaders to explore their 
leadership style and impact and is perfect for 
enhancing your impact when leading remote 
teams.

How to Successfully Lead Remote Teams
Using Insights Discovery

In our recent ‘How to Successfully Lead Remote Teams’ articles, we introduced you to the 3 core 
elements: Trust, Connection and Accountability.

In this next series of articles we will be exploring how to use some of the existing tools you have in 
your toolkit. We will kick off with the Insights Discovery profile …



The ‘Four Manifestations of Leadership’

Centred Leadership

The leader who is centred and grounded in the here and now, 
demonstrates authenticity and integrity, born of self-knowledge, 
the nurturing of self-worth and a clear sense of purpose.

Visionary Leadership

The leader who envisions possibilities, applies creative foresight to 
generate options and be a pioneer, and evokes an enthusiastic 
following through the inspirational communication of a vision.

Relationship Leadership

The leader who fosters relationships, creates community, and 
cultivates collaboration to release the potential of individuals and 
groups.

Results Leadership

The leader who produces results, gets things done, and sustains 
commitment throughout a process of initiation, delivery and 
completion.

What Makes a Great Virtual Leader?



We can here the ‘The Four Manifestations of Leadership’ on the Insights wheel along with typical 
behaviours we might see and experience.

How do the Colour Energies Manifest?

Evaluating critical 
processes

Ensuring consistency 
and reliability

Establishing strategic 
principles

Honouring and applying 
personal and collective 

wisdom

Nurturing growth
Establishing trust

Serving others
Demonstrating loyalty and 

commitment

Challenging 
constructively

Determining direction
Delivering key results
Initiating key actions

Establishing effective 
relationships

Visioning new possibilities
Injecting energy 
and optimism

Inspiring and motivating

ACTIVITY: What's my Virtual Leadership Style?

Look at the wheel above and capture:

• Which style do you feel you demonstrate?

• What behaviours are you using that work for you leading remotely just now?

• Which style are you not using?

• Of the style you are not using, which behaviours do you need to demonstrate to increase your 
remotely leadership impact?



Find more practical tips on how to enhance your power as a Great Virtual Leader on the following 
pages

How Powerful are you as a Virtual Leader?

ACTIVITY: How Powerful am I as a Virtual Leader?

Take a moment to plot yourself on the line and capture:

• What do you need to ‘dial up’ in your leadership behaviours to increase your impact?

• What might you need to ‘dial up’?

• Is there anything you need to stop doing?

• What actions will you now take? 







We can here the ‘The Four Manifestations of Leadership’ on the Insights wheel along with typical 
behaviours we might see and experience.

How Effective are your Team? and is your Leadership Style working?

All of these styles have great strength and no one style is better than another. The important message 
here is to be self-aware of your style, how this shows up (good and bad days) and how does this 
impact how effective the team are right now.



So How Effective are your Team?

The Insights Discovery toolkit allows us to measure team effectiveness quite easily, you will see on 
this next image it breakdowns effectiveness into 8 key areas:

By assessing each of these areas you create a powerful ‘real time’ visual of how you and the team 
perceive how effective the team is and where it’s not.

So how does the Team Effectiveness map with your Virtual Leadership Style?



So how does the Team Effectiveness map with your Virtual 
Leadership Style?

By overlapping the ‘Four Manifestations of Leadership’ and ‘Team effectiveness’ wheels, this now 
allows you to see where your leadership style sits and the team effectiveness.

It might be the team effectiveness shows strength in results, purpose, working methods and 
measurement, however it’s lacking impact in being collaborative when working together as a team 
and providing motivation to encourage and re-energise on long-term projects.

When you then map the leaders style, you might find the leaders strengths lie in ‘Results  and Centred 
Leadership’, but they struggle with sustaining collaborative relationships and bringing energy and 
impact to motivate others i.e. Relationship Management

On reflection the leader might decide to ‘dial up’ their focus on relationships and inject more energy 
into how they communicate and motivate the team.

Take a moment to reflect and capture ..

• Where might your leadership style be aligned with the teams view? And not?

• What might you need to adapt in your leadership style? i.e. dial up or dial down

In our practical guide (link below) we have provided you with a copy of the ‘Team Effectiveness’ 
diagnostic, which you can distribute and collate to create your own team view.



How can I make the team more effective?

One way you can focus on improving the team is by understanding what motivates them and what’s 
getting in their way i.e. remove their blockers

Motivators Blockers

Take a moment to reflect are there any of these motivators you are not using and should be? Are 
there any blockers you can identify that you could remove?

How motivated are you? And what’s getting in your way?

We have also included a great diagnostic in our practical guide (link below) that helps you assess your 
own motivators and blockers and those of your team.

We hope you have enjoyed this article and to support you we have created a practical guide along 
with all the suggested activities.

Just click on the link to access.

Want to learn more about the Discovering Leadership Effectiveness using Insights Discovery? Or how I 
can support you to successfully lead your remote team?

Then please email me at suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk, contact me via my website 
www.consciouspotentialltd.com or DM via LinkedIn.

mailto:suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk
http://www.consciouspotentialltd.com/


How to Communicate Remotely with Impact

“The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place”

Quote: George Bernard Shaw

In this article we will be looking at communication and how to make an impact even when it’s 
remote.

As the quote suggests we can often believe we have delivered a clear message 

that has been received how we intended. But often it’s our assumption or ‘illusion’ that it’s happened 
that gets in our way. This is especially true and challenging when we are delivering that message 
remotely as we have less ‘physical clues’.

So what can we do to communicate more effectively?

The Insights Discovery® tool provides us with a very accessible way of understanding individuals 
communication styles and preferences through the four colour energies. It provides us with a range of 
practical tools, that support you to adapt your style to become more impactful when communicating.

When we are communicating with impact, consider Direction, Space, Support and Boundaries.

The Communicating with Impact Model below builds on these 4 areas with further guidance:

Please see overleaf for a a suggested activity using this model, that allows you to identify how you 
and the team can communicate more effectively.



Notes:



How to Communicate more Effectively

Another aspect to consider is the ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ when communicating using the four colour 
energies:

In our recent 
‘Connection’ article we 
shared 3 key actions that 
can make a huge 
difference when we are 
remotely connecting and 
communicating with 
others, here is a 
reminder:



Create Mutual Trust

Trust as we have explored in our recent articles is the foundation to how all successful teams work 
well together and perform highly. The essence of trust is to provide support, safety and an 
environment that encourages challenging the status quo to continually improve.

We know in teams with high levels of mutual trust:

• People interact more openly and honestly with each other

• People are authentic as they know they are appreciated and respected

• People feel safe to try new things and make mistakes

• People can rely on each other at work and for personal support. They help each other and progress

• People dare to give each other (including their leader) feedback to benefit the individual and the 
team

So what can you do to foster trust:

1. Get to know each other – Take the time needed!

2. Pay Genuine Attention to Each Other

3. Appreciate Mutual Differences

4. Be Transparent

5. Tackle Challenges Together



Delivering Colourful Feedback

When leading your teams to help them perform at their very best your communication style and 
impact is hugely important. 

Giving and receiving feedback helps us to work more effectively together and how we deliver our 
feedback i.e. communicate determines how impactful that feedback is.

The D4 Feedback Model® allows us to give ‘complete’ and impactful feedback using the four colour 
energies.

The model is easy to use and above all its practical. You not only distinguish between the facts and 
emotions, but  it also allows you to provide the individual with specific suggestions about how to do 
things differently next time.

The Insights Discovery D4 Feedback Model®

Activity: My Colourful Feedback

Using the Data Based (D4) Feedback Model Activity sheet (overleaf):

Identify one individual you need to give feedback to in the next while, then …

• On the sheet capture your notes in Data, Depth of Feeling, Dramatic Interpretation and Do

• Review your notes and capture any further reflections

• Use this approach to prepare feeding back to the individual





Delivering Colourful Feedback

Finally Don’t forget to remind yourself of the motivators and blockers as they might provide some 
helpful clues as to what’s needed or might be getting in the way of your message being heard and 
understood. E.g. your communication might lack for some enough clarity or people focus.

Activity: Communication Motivators & Blockers

Take a moment to reflect and capture:

• Which blockers might be getting in my way to communicate effectively right now?

• Are there any blockers I can identify that impact the team?

• Which motivators do I need to focus on when communicating more effectively with the team?

• What actions will I take now?

Want to learn more about the Discovering Leadership Effectiveness using Insights Discovery®? Or how 
I can support you to successfully lead your remote team.

Then please email me at suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk , contact me via my website 
www.consciouspotentialltd.com or DM via LinkedIn.

mailto:suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk
http://www.consciouspotentialltd.com/










Want to learn more about our offerings?

Contact us:

07982 653422

suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk 

consciouspotentialltd.com

mailto:suzanne@consciouspotential.co.uk
http://www.consciouspotentialltd.com/

